Signup Events
RSVPs, Consent Forms, Volunteers, and Asks to Bring
You can manage all events in Sangha wether you need an RSVP, someone to bring cupcakes,
parents to sign consent forms, volunteers...or all of the above!

Step 1.
Select “Events” from the top menu and then “Create New Event”. Then choose “Signup
Events” to create an event asking for parent response.

Step 2.
Complete the following: Name, Description, Location, Attachments, & Select Classes.

Tournament
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Step 3.
You have four choices of actions to prompt the parents. You can use one or all four of them
for the same event.
Quick Links: RSVP, Volunteer, To Bring, Consent Form

RSVP
Select the RSVP graphic and enter the deadline, event capacity, and maximum number of
guests allowed. If there is not a maximum number of guests allowed, just leave this one blank
however you must enter an event capacity.

Parents are reminded via their mobile app to RSVP before the deadline and, if they have
responded, they are sent a general event reminder one day prior to the event.
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Volunteer
You can create volunteer shifts for different functions like drivers, photographers, and
chaperones in this example.
Enter the name and notes, then select the small blue words “+ Add Shifts” to define the time
commitment. You can add one or multiple shifts on the same or different days.
When you’ve completed entering one volunteer role, click the “Add another Task” button to
save it. Your task will be listed at the bottom of the page if it is properly saved.

Drivers
Need drivers to take kids from school to the tournament location and back. Valid driver's
license and current insurance required. Must be able to transport 4 kids.
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Parents receive a reminder via their mobile app 3 days before to sign up for volunteering and
are reminded the day before of their volunteer task & shift.

Parents select tasks and shifts
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To Bring
If you need parents to bring something to share, select the “To Bring” graphic and start by
entering the item to bring (i.e. dessert) and add some notes if necessary (i.e. remember no
nuts). It’s a good idea to let the parent know how many of the item you need within the notes
as well.

Water

Need water and cups for 20 kids.
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Parents are reminded via their mobile app 3 days before to sign up to bring something and
also reminded 2 days before of what they signed up to bring.

Parents sign up to bring something to
share like food or art supplies
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Consent Form
Simply copy your necessary consent form verbiage into the text box and enter a due date for
the consent form to be signed. Parents will electronically sign by typing their name.

The day before the approval deadline, parents are sent reminders via their mobile app to
encourage them to accept the consent form. If you’re done now, you can either select another
function from the graphics (RSVP, Volunteer, etc.), Save as a Draft, or Publish to Parents

Parents can electronically sign your
consent form
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